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ITALIAN INTENSIVE COURSES 
 

Our courses are exactly what you need if you are planning to travel to Italy and you  finally  want

to be able to ask for directions, order your favourite ravioli or spaghetti alla marinara, go

shopping for fancy Italian shoes and enjoy an aperitivo al fresco in the main piazza.

 

 We offer to our students, and also anyone who wants to join us, the possibility to attend an

Italian Intensive Course. There will be classes for every level (Beginners, Improvers and

Intermediate).  

 

Our approach is to create a unique blend of learning language and culture at the same time,

which research shows is the quickest way to achieve a higher level of language proficiency. We

have small classes, which ensure a high level of individual attention from our qualified, and

native Italian speaker teachers. What is more, our communicative approach gives you lots of

ways to improve your spoken and written language and enhance your understanding of  Italian

culture.



BEGINNERS
 

As beginner student by the end of the course you will learn how to:

 

Introduce yourself 

 

Talk about your interests

 

Express what you like and dislike

 

Ask for directions

 

Use practical expressions when travelling to Italy: order at a restaurant, ask for the bill,

ask for directions, etc…

 

Go to the restaurant, at the station, at the airport, find your favourite aperitif place in

town, and a lot more



 

 

IMPROVERS
 

As an Improver student you will learn words and expression related to:

 

Shopping (asking for the price, for a specific item, size, trying something on,

etc., and other useful questions/sentences when you go shopping)

 

Hotels and reservation (useful questions / sentences when you go to a hotel,

formal vs. informal way)

 

Ask for directions and time 

 

Gender for nouns and adjectives in Italian

 

Present tense + speaking about daily routine



 

 INTERMEDIATE
 

As an Intermediate student you will learn how to:

 

Talk about your experiences (past tenses)

 

Express your opinion, your doubts and your concerns (subjunctive)

 

Make wishes and talk about your future projects or regrets (hypothetical

clauses)

 

Use the proper language for travelling, work, and phone conversations

 

Read and tell short stories and share your opinion about Italian books, films or

fact

 


